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Current status and ideas for the future

both Vincia and Dire have used (different) MadGraph5 plug-ins for matrix-element
corrections
has (partially) been standardised during integration of Vincia and Dire into 8.3
as of 8.304 both showers can use (pre-generated) MadGraph5 matrix-element libraries via a
single run-time interface
I
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release contains a basic set of processes, (compilation) enabled by ./configure –with-mg5mes
additional libraries can be generated using the generate script in plugins/mg5mes/ using standard
MG5 syntax, e.g.:

I

can be loaded at run time, e.g. Vincia:MEplugin = pp2ee

./generate --process="p p > e+ e-" --output=pp2ee

Ideas:
consolidate and simplify existing structure as much as possible
make it simple to use framework in other parts of Pythia (tau decays, BSM, ... ?)
streamline developments
prepare for extensions to further ME generators

Current status – implementation
generic base class ShowerMEs
actual MG5 interface in derived class ShowerMEsMadgraph

loaded at run time via ShowerMEsPlugin class

Consolidate and extend
despite standardisation, still some code duplication we could avoid, cf. ShowerMEs:

⇒ identify use cases, common structures, ... (and drop Vincia/Dire suffixes)

Consolidate and extend

ShowerMEs base class is already very generic, but could be prepared for general ME generator
interfaces (and more general use cases in Pythia)
I
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e.g. not every generator supports helicity or colour-ordered amplitudes
rename ShowerMEs → ExternalMEs (or similar)?
extension to loop providers?
(private interface to MCFM under development, but also OpenLoops or MG5 possible)

enable loading of multiple MG5 libraries (in ShowerMEsMadgraph or ShowerMEsPlugin)
⇒ allows to have multiple ShowerMEsPlugins, each containing multiple processes, e.g.:
Vincia:MEplugins = {mg5, sherpa}
MG5Interface:Libraries = {pp2ee, pp2ev}

new interface to Sherpa?

Sherpa/Comix interface

Sherpa has two built-in ME generators: Amegic and Comix
Comix uses colour-dressed Berends-Giele recursion relations
⇒ extremely fast amplitude evaluation
⇒ fully automated (no pre-run generation/compilation of libraries needed)

interface to Amegic in principle possible, but no need (so far?)
interface builds on well-tested components:
I
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Pythia side: ShowerMEs + ShowerMEsPlugin structure
Sherpa side: Comix interface used in Sherpa resummation plug-in (1411.7325, 1912.09396)

Caveats:
interface somewhat tied to Sherpa-internal developments
(need to synchronise release / provide Docker image ?)
only SM implemented and tested so far
⇒ Is there interest in having this interface/making it public?

